Seaford Park Primary School is proud to present our Pupil Of The Week

PREP A – Lual D – for working hard all week and completing all his work on time.

PREP B – Grace H – for great enthusiasm and concentration during reading groups.

1/2A – Tyler N – for his dedication and perseverance in all learning tasks.

1/2B – Amanda H – for approaching tasks with a positive attitude and always trying her best.

1/2C – Amber – for working hard in class on helping other children with their work.

3/4A – Konstantinos T – working hard in all your subjects with a positive attitude.

4/5A – Emily L – for being a quiet, hardworking pupil throughout the week.

5/6A – Abul D – for using a range of strategies to calculate the perimeter of different slopes.

P.E – Soraya N – persistence in our fitness lesson. Well Done!

MUSIC – Nethan A – the magnificent job he did on the gongs at our concert.

ART – Jolly F – for the fantastic artwork at the art show.

PRINCIPAL’S AWARD – Hannah T and Lilly-Ann H for making a good decision and showing responsible behaviour.